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Today he’s a
Hollywood and
Broadway big shot,
but guess what
he was voted
“most likely to”
in high school

BEST
TRIP EVER!

10 Hot Spots to
Ink Your Passport:
Belize, Iceland,
Argentina…

TAKE IT EASY

+

The New
Formal Garden

BRIDE’S
GUIDE

“Yes!” to “I Do!”
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Wanderlust
by

R I ANN SMI TH

10 AMAZING,WE’RE-NOT-IN-FAIRFIELD
ANYMORE TRIPS TO BOOK NOW

Fairfielders, it’s time to
think big. Whether you’re
in a vacation rut or need
a compelling excuse to put
more ink in your passport,
it’s time to shake things
up. These destinationsin-demand promise great
food, mind-blowing
sights, family-friendly
adventure...and even
some celebrity spotting.*
Oh, the stories you’ll tell
when you come home.
*Don’t forget to send
us a postcard!

Enjoy a scenic ride down the
Halong Bay in Vietnam in one of
three luxury appointed boats, part of
the Luxury Cruise Collection. Each is
complete with sleeping cabins,
a boutique, restaurant and lounge.

Argentina

{ Buenos Aires & Iguazú Falls }

H

ABOVE LEFT: The extraordinary
Iguazú Falls can be easily reached
from the Iguazú Grand Resort.
TOP RIGHT AND BOTTOM:
One of the beautifully appointed
suites at the Four Seasons
Buenos Aires; an exterior
view of the hotel.
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ave you noticed lately that everyone and their Pilates instructor are venturing to
Argentina? Clearly they got the memo: Buenos Aires is having a red-hot moment.
From its old-world architecture to its tango dancing halls to its legendary steak and wine,
this passionate city has a Euro-Latino flavor like no other.
You can’t go wrong at the Four Seasons in Buenos Aires’ La Recoleta district, where
a modern tower meets a Belle Epoque mansion with a lovely Roman-style pool. If kids
are in tow, the concierge will go the extra mile by helping you customize a family-friendly
itinerary. Take a boat tour of the El Tigre region, known as the Venice of South America,
shop in Palermo Soho, visit MALBA (Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires) for
a Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera fix and take in a milonga (tango night—remember the steps
for the dance floor back home). Hit the fun and lively La Cabrera for dinner and order bife
de lomo (filet mignon), provelta (fried cheese), and for dessert, panqueques de dulce de
leche (translation: heaven).
When you’ve toured, shopped, feasted and danced yourselves into oblivion, hop a
short flight to Iguazú Falls (psst: pronounce the z as an s). Check into the award-winning
Iguazú Grand, which is offering a fifty-percent discount on a second room for up to two
kids under twelve. It’s just ten minutes from Iguazú Falls, one of the new natural wonders
of the world, with 270-plus jaw-dropping waterfalls. After all that Malbec, a little fresh air
will do you good.

Iguazú Grand Resort; iguazugrand.com; Four Seasons, Buenos Aires, fourseasons.com/
buenosaires; MALBA, malba.org.ar; La Cabrera, parrillalacabrera.com.ar

Mexico
{ Riviera Maya }

H

ugging Mexico’s sparkling Caribbean coast, the
Riviera Maya is Cancun’s posh cousin, fronting the
second largest coral reef in the world. Just a half-hour ride
from Cancun’s airport after an easy nonstop flight out
of Westchester, you could be lounging on this luxurious
enclave’s alabaster beaches by noon.
With warm-yet-modern architecture and top-notch
service (everyone knows your name in a matter of
minutes), the Rosewood Mayakoba is a standout. Built
around a mangrove lagoon stretching into the ocean, the
resort’s 800–plus-square-foot suites have private plunge
pools and limestone outdoor showers (best bet: the
overwater lagoon suites). Its restaurants, tequila library
and in-room dining win raves, but if inventive regional
cooking is what you’re after, score a second-floor table at
Yaxche, one of Chef Mario Batali’s most-beloved eateries,
on bustling Quinta Avenita.
While you could easily enjoy a week without leaving the
resort, the Mayan ruins in nearby Xcaret are a must-see
for history buffs. Further away in the town of Chichén
Itzá, the Pyramid of Kukulkan, a massive structure
displaying the Mayan calendar, predicts the end of the
world to be 12/21/12. The town is a two-hour-plus drive
from the hotel, so make the trek early in the day. Back at
your villa, when the clock strikes midnight and (gasp!)
the apocalypse doesn’t happen as the Mayans predicted,
you can toast another day in paradise with a Blue Agave
margarita.

Rosewood Mayakoba, rosewoodhotels.com/mayakoba;
Yaxche, mayacuisine.com; Xcaret, xcaret.com

Lounge beachside with
a private pool at the
Rosewood Mayakoba
in Riviera Maya
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South Africa

{ Cape Town & Kruger National Park }

A view of Cape Grace
Boutique Hotel, backed by
the iconic Table Mountain
and perfectly positioned
on a private quay in the
center of Cape Town’s
vibrant Victoria and
Alfred Waterfront.

G

ot game? There are two types of people in this world: Those
who have gone on safari and those who should. In Kruger
National Park, South Africa, it’s all about seeing “the big five”:
lions, leopards, buffalo, rhinoceros and elephants. Game viewing
is best in the dry winter months (July and August), so book
accordingly and early—you might be looking at 2013.
Begin your trip by flying into Cape Town for two to three
days, followed by a quick flight (prepare for teeny twelve-seater
planes) to Kruger National Park. Fifteen minutes from Cape
Town and nestled into a cliff with views of the sea, the Twelve
Apostles Hotel and Spa is a haute adult option offering treks to
Table Mountain and boutique vineyard hopping in the Winelands
region. Families seeking convenience will find it at the centrally
located Cape Grace hotel. Kids will love visiting nearby Boulders
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Beach and its posse of miniature penguins.
Five-star options abound for safari camps, whether you’re
packing up the whole family or traveling as an intimate duo.
Catering to the latter, MalaMala is a prime pick for couples and
groups of adults with well-appointed camps that give new meaning
to the term “glamping.” Londolozi is known for its spacious, familyfriendly accommodations in upscale pavilions. (Varty Camp and
Founders Camp allow children four years and older.) Wherever you
stay, ask for Bobotie, a meat pie with Dutch and Indonesian flavors
that is served with fresh chutney. You’ll spend years trying to
recreate it when you’re back home.
Cape Grace, capegrace.com; Londolozi, londolozi.com; The Twelve
Apostles, 12apostleshotel.com; MalaMala, malamala.com

Spain
{ Barcelona }

I

f you’ve convinced yourself that ordering tapas at a local
restaurant or watching Woody Allen’s Vicky Cristina Barcelona
qualifies as “getting in your Spanish culture,” it’s time to pack up
your Tumi bags and vamos to Gaudí-town.
While Barcelona may be synonymous with Ambien-defying,
late-night dining and sangria that flows like water, the city is a
surprisingly engaging locale for families. Those who don’t nurse
a hangover by sleeping the day away will find a fun assortment
of parks (Gaudí’s Park Guëll walking tour is a must), an Olympic
stadium, the interactive science museum CosmoCaixa, and for
those willing to make the ninety-minute trek, the Dali museum in
neighboring Figueres.
Bed down at the Barcelona Arts, a sleek-to-the-nth-degree hotel
with a pool that provides a cool escape during steamy summer
months. Don’t miss the Mediterranean-facing duplex spa on the
top floor—you may never want to come down.
Since you can’t get through a trip—much less a day—without
taking in some tapas, be sure to nibble on patatas bravas at the
hip and haute Comerc24. Gastronomic temple Mercat de la
Boqueria off Las Ramblas is ideal for an afternoon snack. For a
decadent breakfast, try suizo, a thick hot chocolate topped with
obscene amounts of whipped cream from La Pallaresa. Foodies
will miss out on culinary superstar El Bulli, which temporarily
shuttered its doors for 2012–13, but can come close to greatness
at Botafumeíro, a favorite of Barcelonista Gwyneth Paltrow.

SIX SENSES SPA COPYRIGHT DAVID MONFIL; ENOTECA RESTAURANT COPYRIGHT DAVID LOVATTI

Gaudí’s Park Guëll Guided Walking Tour, barcelona.de/en/parkguell-guided-tour.html; CosmoCaixa, fundaciolacaixa.es; The
Barcelona Arts, hotelartsbarcelona.com; Comerc24, comerc24.
com; La Pallaresa, lapallaresa.com; Botafumeíro, botafumeiro.es

TOP: The terrace at Six Senses Spa
at Hotel Arts Barcelona. ABOVE: Little
bites at Comerc24. LEFT: Enoteca
restaurant at Hotel Arts Barcelona with
walls of olive oil and balsamic vinegar.
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Belize/Costa Rica
{ The Osa Peninsula/Cayo District }

LEFT AND BOTTOM: One of the guest suites at Blancaneux
Lodge and an exterior view. BELOW: Lapa Rios Ecolodge &
Wildlife Reserve in the Osa Peninsula

B

eing catered to in the Caribbean is always a good thing, but
if you’re looking for an eye-opening, tropical locale with a
rugged edge, Costa Rica and Belize will bring out your inner wild
thing. This Central American duo makes for a surprisingly affordable vacation that packs in beauty, adventure and nature.
If the thought of eco-tourism leaves you reaching for a can
of bug spray, you’ll be more than pleased with Lapa Rios Eco
Lodge and Wildlife Reserve on Costa Rica’s Osa Peninsula, an
award-winning eco-lodge. Built of locally harvested materials, its
sixteen bungalows are nestled within lush rainforest surroundings
overlooking the Pacific, each with a waterfall shower. You need
only peek out your window to enjoy the wildlife of the Costa Rican
rainforest, but it’s twice as fun—and fast—to get a bird’s-eye view
via a canopy zip-line tour. Just thirty minutes from Lapa Rios, you
can even skip the taxi and return to the resort on horseback.
Hop a quick flight to Belize and you’ll think you’re an extra in
a big-budget jungle flick at Francis Ford Coppola’s twenty-room
Blancaneux Lodge. Couples will enjoy the riverfront cabanas, while
parents and kids can peacefully coexist in family cabanas with an
indoor hammock. Highlights include the special in-room dinners,
the Waterfall Spa and the thoughtfully guided activities (moonlight
jaguar spotting, anyone?). When you’re ready to venture off the
property, take in the ruins in nearby Tikal.

Lapa Rios, laparios.com; Miramar canopy, tourosa.com;
Blancaneux Lodge, coppolaresorts.com/blancaneaux
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California
{ Santa Barbara }

Known for its blend of natural
beauty, romantic heritage and
classic luxury, a stay at the San
Ysidro Ranch is the place for a
rejuvenating weekend.

Y

ou know it’s where the stars go to relax on the weekend and that
a little movie called Sideways put it on the map. What you may
not realize is that this upscale beach town has a hopping arts scene,
a gorgeous Old Mission and what was one of Julia Child’s favorite
restaurants.
You’ll feel like a pampered celebrity escaping the masses when
you check into your plush cottage at the San Ysidro Ranch, an
idyllic stone and clapboard resort that was Jackie and JFK’s chosen
honeymoon haven. Set in the picturesque town of Montecito, it’s
a five-minute drive from Butterfly Beach, a quiet stretch of sand
that’s perfect for strolling after enjoying an omelette at Jeannine’s
Bakery on nearby Coast Village Road. When lunchtime rolls around,
walk-ins-only seafood institution Brophy Brothers in Santa Barbara
Harbor and La Super-Rica Taqueria are worth the wait (order a #16
and you’ll understand why Julia was a fan). Lucky’s and Pane e Vino

are “it” spots for dinner—you might spot Montecito locals Oprah,
Rob Lowe and Jeff Bridges noshing a few tables over.
Between bites, pop over to the historic Santa Barbara Mission,
site of the I Madonnari Street Painting Festival, a kids’ favorite. Be
on the lookout for dolphins and sea lions from Stearns Wharf or
go giraffe and gorilla spotting at the Santa Barbara Zoo. For a wine
country experience on par with Napa or Sonoma, head to Sunstone
Vineyards and Winery, just thirty miles away in Santa Ynez Valley.

The San Ysidro Ranch, sanysidroranch.com, Jeannine’s, jeannines.
com; Brophy Brothers, brophybros.com; La Super-Rica Taqueria,
(805) 963-4940; Lucky’s Steakhouse, luckys-steakhouse.
com; Pane e Vino, panevinosb.com; Santa Barbara Mission,
santabarbaramission.org; Sunstone Winery, sunstonewinery.com
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New Zealand
{ Queenstown/Auckland }

W

ith a spectacular landscape, famously friendly people and
adrenaline-rush activities, Down Under promises an over-the-top
experience wrapped in a laid-back vibe.
A smart bet is to fly direct into Auckland, New Zealand, and take a oneway flight to Queenstown in New Zealand’s South Island. Queenstown is
a haven for oenophiles and extreme-sports-lovers alike (bungee jumping
was born here). If you’re thinking “less extreme, equally exhilarating,”
opt for tandem paragliding following a breathtaking ride on the Skyline
Gondola, believed to be the steepest lift in the southern hemisphere.
Afterward, kick up your feet in your room at Blanket Bay, a luxury lodge on
Lake Wakatipu, and reward your valor the next day by swirling and sipping
along the Queenstown wine trail.
Continue the adventure in Sydney with the Sydney Harbour Bridge Climb,

Enjoy a swim at Blanket Bay Luxury
Lodge amidst the rugged snowcapped peaks of the Southern
Alps and the shores of Lake Wakatipu.
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in which you’ll scale the inner structure of the Sydney Bridge, the widest
single-span bridge in the world. (You are harnessed in the whole time,
and kids over ten are welcome.) The Park Hyatt Sydney, which reopened
in February after extensive renovations, makes a plush home base with
spectacular views of Sydney Harbour. On New Year’s Eve, you’ll be among
the first in the world to ring in 2013, and from your balcony, you’ll have a
prime view of fireworks exploding from the bridge you just scaled.

Blanket Bay, blanketbay.com; Queenstown Tandem Paragliding, paraglide.
co.nz; Queenstown Wine Trail, queenstownwinetrail.co.nz; Skyline Gondola,
skyline.co.nz/queenstown; Sydney Harbour Bridge Climb, bridgeclimb.com;
Park Hyatt, sydney.park.hyatt.com

Iceland
{ Reykjavik }

PHOTOGRAPHS BY GARVIN BURKE WATERFALLS, HORSE FARM AND HARPA CONCERT HALL

I

celand is fast becoming a prime destination
for those in search of natural beauty on
steroids: fjords, spouting geysers, active
volcanoes, magical lakes and total tranquility.
But don’t let the wide-open space fool you—
Reykjavik proper is a modern, cosmopolitan
city that comes alive at night.
Believe it or not, it’ll take roughly the same
amount of time to jet to Iceland as Los Angeles,
and with almost twenty-four hours of sunlight a
day during summer (dubbed “midnight sun”),
you won’t even need a spray tan. For couples
eager to combine active day trips with a
hopping nightlife scene, Hotel 101 in downtown
Reykjavik epitomizes Icelandic chic, with its
clean lines, minimalist décor and avant-garde
art collection. Families and nature lovers are
better off at Hotel Rangá in South Iceland.
Saddle up on Icelandic horses, enjoy an underwater massage at the Blue Lagoon Geothermal
Spa, or just gaze out your front door at the
world-famous volcano, Mount Hekla.
If you can’t get to Iceland during summer,
there’s a silver lining: NASA scientists predict
that in winter 2012, Iceland will enjoy the
brightest aurora borealis display in fifty years.
If you can’t see it from Hotel Ranga, book a
northern lights tour and ask for Borkur, who
will get you close to the source via super
jeep. Or check out Europe’s largest glacier,
Vatnajökull, while you sip the icy handcrafted
vodka you cleverly picked up duty-free from
Reyka, the country’s first and only distillery.

ABOVE, LEFT: A view of Dettifoss in Vatnajökull
National Park, one of the most powerful waterfalls
in Europe. ABOVE: A local horse farm near the
Thórsmörk preserve. LEFT: The lounge inside Hotel
101, serving modern Icelandic and international
cuisine. BELOW: The view from the Harpa Concert
Hall and Conference Centre, the new home of the
Icelandic Symphony Orchestra and Opera.

101 Hotel, 101hotel.is; Hotel Rangá, hotelranga.
is; Blue Lagoon Spa, bluelagoon.com; Northern
Lights Tour, tourguide.is; Reyka, reyka.com
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Italy
{ Venice, Verona & Lake Como }

Two of the most outstanding
landmarks in the gardens at Villa
d’Este: the 500-year-old plane
tree and the sixteenth-century
Mosaic with its Nympheum,
shown here with the marker
Ercole e Lica.
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T

here’s a reason why Italy is one
of the most popular vacation
destinations in the world—yes,
it’s the carbs. The breathtaking
architecture and gorgeous scenery
aren’t half bad, either. Whether
you’re traveling with couples or
as a family, a relaxed itinerary of
region hopping makes for a richer
experience.
Begin in Venice, so your kids can
brag that they saw a sinking city
to their great-grandchildren. (Hint:
Avoid booking in August and you’ll
sidestep tourist mobs in Piazza
San Marco and the steamy “canal
smell.”) Across the Grand Canal,
the Hotel Cipriani is an opulent
option with an Olympic-size pool
and is just a private water taxi away
from a fizzy Bellini at the legendary
Harry’s Bar. Take a public water bus,
or vaporetto, to Murano and reserve
a glass-blowing demo at Mazzega,
one of the island’s top glass makers.
Drive an hour and a half west
on the A4 to Verona to experience
Romeo and Juliet under the
stars in a 2,000-year-old Roman
amphitheater—the 2012 Verona
Opera Festival is in full swing in
June and July—and stay at Hotel
Due Torri. Cap your stay further
north in Lake Como at the stunning
Villa d’Este, and try not to choke
on your carpaccio when you spot
George Clooney, a Lake Como
local, at The Grill. If you make one
reservation your entire trip, book
lunch at the unforgettable Locanda
dell’Isola Comancina, on a private
island in the middle of the lake.

Villa d’Este, villadeste.com; Hotel
Cipriani, hotelcipriani.com; Harry’s
Bar, harrysbarvenezia.com; Mazzega,
www.mazzega.it; Verona Opera
Festival, tickitaly.com; Hotel Due Torri;
hotelduetorriroma.com; Locanda
dell’Isola Comacina, comacina.it/en/
island.php

Vietnam
{ Hanoi }

ABOVE: The grounds at Victoria Sapa
Resort and Spa. RIGHT AND BELOW:
Views of the Orient Express traveling
through Southeast Asia. BOTTOM:
Deluxe accommodations on the Victoria
Express Train en route to the Victoria
Sapa Resort and Spa

PHOTO CREDIT FOR VICTORIA EXPRESS TRAIN VICTORIA SAPA RESORT AND SPA COPYRIGHT QUINN RYAN MATTINGLY

S

ometimes, a classic R&R vacation just won’t cut
it—you’re craving culture and a 180-degree jolt from
American life—and that’s when Vietnam deserves a second
look. The city of Hanoi, which translates to “city in the bend
of the river,” is so packed with cultural offerings that by your
second day you’ll be asking, “Starbucks, who?”
Wander out of your elegant hotel, the Sofitel Metropole
Hanoi in the colonial chic French Quarter, and you’ll be
seduced by street markets with embroidered sheets
that give Pratesi a run for its money. For a hands-on
food experience, the Sofitel organizes a tour of the local
produce markets, followed by a cooking demonstration
and lunch. If you’re craving a more casual meal on the
go, “safe” street food abounds, such as the obsessionforming Pho, a blend of handmade noodles, steaming
broth, vegetables and meat. After eagerly slurping your
noodles, take the kids to a traditional water puppet show
in the afternoon. For a real treat, embark on a two-day
Halong Bay cruise aboard Halong Ginger, a traditional
Vietnamese junk boat. (Relax, it is anything but junky.)
If you’re looking for another travel thrill, make like
Bergman and Bacall and take the Orient Express
overnight. You’ll wind through beautiful rice paddies until
you reach the four-star luxury hotel Victoria Sapa, which
overlooks Ta Phin village. Make your way into town to
browse the markets and meet the gentle tribespeople
behind the handicrafts, donning smiles and brightly
colored clothing.

»

Orient Express; orient-express.com; Victoria Sapa Hotel,
victoriahotels-asia.com; Sofitel Metropole Hanoi, sofitel.
com; Water Puppetry House, thanglongwaterpuppet.org;
Halong Bay Junk Boat Cruise, cruisehalong.com
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{ Travel Talk }

Know Before You Go
FAIRFIELDERS’ FAVES
Don’t leave home without a few
suggestions from other vacation-happy
Fairfielders. We asked locals where they
like to go when it’s time to break loose
from the daily routine and take flight.
“One of my all-time favorite trips was to
Chamonix, France. We hiked 7,000 feet up Mount
Blanc and ended the day with amazing French
food and wine. We ventured to Zermatt where
the views of the Matterhorn are stunning. The
Gornegrat railway winds up The Swiss Alps to
the highest cable car in Europe, where you can
begin your trek through a glacier paradise. Truly
amazing!”
–JACKIE KEEHAN

“We’ve been going to The Somerset on Grace
Bay, Turks and Caicos, for years. We love to
snorkel at the environmentally protected coral
reefs right off the beach and have seen sea
turtles, octopus, stingray, barracudas, sand
sharks and tropical fish. The food is amazing
and our favorite restaurants are all in walking
distance.”
–KRISTIN NICK

“My best trip to date was my honeymoon in
New Zealand. It is so geologically diverse. We
hiked a world heritage trail in Milford sound,
kayaked in the Tasmanian sea, and did a
seventeen-mile trek through a landscape that
Peter Jackson used for his first Lord of the
Rings, complete with a circumnavigation of a
live volcano.”
–JOHN MUTUSKI

“We went to Italy in late September and split
our time between Rome and Amalfi, so it was
really like two vacations in one: the city and
the sea. The weather was sunny and warm,
the people gracious and friendly. In Rome,
I would recommend Ristorante Tullio. I love
the artichokes and buffalo mozzarella.”
–MEG LANDREY

“Our favorite trip was to the Riviera Maya,
Mexico. We stayed at the Iberostar Paraiso
Lindo. We did salsa lessons by the pool, soccer
games and arts and crafts on the beach. What
my kids remember most was the giant paella
party where they cooked paella in a giant pan
over the fire on the beach.”
–DINA LEON

6 TIPS FROM A PRO
Here are some essential tips from awardwinning travel agent and Connecticut
resident Nancy Yale. She gives us the 411
on being a savvy globetrotter.
1. Get Trip Insurance
What happens if Junior gets an ear infection
and can’t fly? I always recommend Travelex
because it also covers weather-related airline
issues—cheaper companies don’t.
2. Obey the Law of Street Food
Use your instincts: If it’s boiled, peeled or
cooked, you can eat it. Otherwise, beware.
3. Do the Math
I can’t tell you how many times people have
underestimated distances between cities and
wound up ruining their trips because of it. You
don’t want to spend eighteen hours transferring
between trains when a flight would make far
more sense.
4. Seek Out Travel Clinics
If you’re traveling in Africa or other countries
requiring inoculations or anti-malaria meds,
visit one at least six weeks in advance so you

can begin a course of treatment and have
a list of recommended doctors and clinics
abroad. Go to istm.org for a clinic in your area.
5. Consider an Agent
We will go to bat for you. I had a client who
was going to lose $20,000 on a weeklong
St. Barth’s villa rental because his flight was
cancelled and the remaining flights were
booked. I negotiated on his behalf so that he
could use the credit on the villa the next year.
6. Get the Inside on Tour Guides
There are lots of scam artists out there.
How do you know they speak English or
will even show up? If you or a family member
gets ill abroad, you want to know that the
tour company can act as a surrogate support
system. Agents have special affiliations
with tour companies worldwide and can
fnd you a reputable one. F

Contact Nancy at Cruise Resort & World Travel
to assist in booking any of the properties in
this article, along with extra perks not found
online, at nancy@bookavacation.net.
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